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I. INTRODUCTION

Library Square in east Baltimore provides a social space and stormwater management. 

Vacant Lots and Buildings

Yoga in the Park  AN INNOVATIVE APPROACH TO A SAFER,  
HEALTHIER, AND MORE EQUITABLE CITY
The Baltimore Green Network
The City of Baltimore is rich in green space—an under-appreciated resource with 
the potential to improve life for everyone who lives here. Our city boasts an exten-
sive waterfront, 6,000 acres of parks, three major stream corridors, and more than 
2.6 million trees. However, many of these green resources are disconnected from 
each other, and too many of our city’s residents lack safe, easy access to them.

In a city with concentrations of neighborhoods blighted by abandoned properties 
and vacant lots, and where serious economic disparities span generations, we 
have an urgent need—and an exceptional opportunity—to tap our full green space 
potential. This opportunity includes the vacancies themselves, which can be trans-
formed into community assets such as recreation areas, landscaped plazas, parks, 
forests, and urban gardens.  

By providing residents with better access to nature and recreation, we can improve 
public health and safety, and strengthen economic development opportunities. We 
can also enhance habitats for our native wildlife species and improve stormwater 
management. In creating connections between our green spaces—and between 
our neighborhoods—we can enrich our social connectivity, strengthening the 
bonds amongst our residents. And by improving and increasing the green space 
available in long-neglected neighborhoods, we can help address long-running dis-
parities, making our city more equitable.  
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Green spaces can provide flexible places for community gatherings and activities for all ages. 

The Jones Falls Trail This Green Network Vision Plan provides a framework for reaching these ambi-
tious goals. This framework seeks to link every neighborhood in Baltimore to new 
or improved green space, reducing social fragmentation through an enlivened 
“green network.” It seeks to improve the function of, and open access to, the 
unique natural resources that define our city, while revitalizing the neighborhoods 
that need it most. The goal of the Baltimore Green Network is to make the great-
est variety of green amenities and recreational opportunities accessible to the 
greatest number of citizens. 

What is a Green Network?
A green network is an interconnected system of natural and recreational spaces 
throughout a city. Made up of both nodes (activity centers such as open green spaces, 
parks, and community gardens) and corridors (multi-use transit pathways, like trails 
and tree-lined sidewalks), a green network is an innovative way to connect neighbor-
hoods to both natural and economic resources. 

Why a Green Network?
Many cities around the world are transforming traditional city planning by de-
veloping green networks. This new approach takes a whole-system perspective, 
taking into consideration the overlapping environmental, social, health, and eco-
nomic benefits associated with healthy and functional urban ecological networks. 
For example: 

• The City of San Francisco’s “Green Connections Plan” creates a network   
of safe, functional, and attractive streets, which connect people to parks,  
open space, and the waterfront.
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• The City of Barcelona, Spain has developed a mobility plan that prioritizes  
green space and social spaces over motor-powered vehicles; the plan liberates 
60% of the city’s streets from cars, creating pedestrian-friendly “super blocks.”  

Barcelona’s green infrastructure network integrates greening with increased mobility and 
connectivity. 

• The City of Edmonton, in Alberta, Canada is adopting the Breathe Green   
Network strategy, moving from its former “open space per resident” goal  
to a more holistic approach by connecting residents to quality green   
spaces that meet ecological, social, and wellness needs.

These and other green networks are seen as a way to revitalize neighborhoods in 
close collaboration with long-term residents, while also attracting and retaining 
new residents. Twenty-first century families are increasingly making their housing 
decisions based on quality-of-life factors. Because green networks can have a pro-
found impact on the livability of neighborhoods, connecting people to nature and 
each other, they can create dramatic opportunities to stabilize communities.
 
Bringing new resources to under-resourced communities can raise natural con-
cerns about gentrification. The Department of Planning is powerfully aware of 
examples of “green gentrification” in other cities, where green improvements have 
led to housing cost increases that push out long-term residents and disproportion-
ately hurt communities of color. 

This plan seeks to prevent such impacts in Baltimore. Policies that support eq-
uitable and affordable housing, and related concerns, are vital in the Baltimore 
Green Network. To support the Green Network (as well as recommendations in 
the 2018 Sustainability Plan), the Department of Planning will work with the City 
Administration, the Department of Housing and Community Development, and 
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An inner block park creates a green space for recreation and respite for the surrounding 
community. 

other stakeholders to create and implement policies that seek equity and promote 
neighborhood development that ensures housing opportunities for residents of all 
income levels.    

Baltimore is creating a Green Network because we recognize our natural resourc-
es as critical components of our community’s life-support system. The goal is for 
the benefits of the network to go to all members of our community, focusing on 
areas with significant amounts of vacancy. The approach advocated in this plan—
directing resources to under-resourced neighborhoods—is a departure from past 
city approaches that have primarily focused on “building from strengths.” The new 
Baltimore Green Network approach seeks to change course from the usual practice 
of how capital investments have been planned and how public and private funds 
have been directed. Implementation of the Green Network Vision will preserve, en-
hance, and celebrate our unique natural resource assets and open spaces as defining 
characteristics of the city and its tapestry of diverse neighborhoods.   
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BALTIMORE’S PAST OPEN SPACE PLANNING EFFORTS 
The Baltimore Green Network fits into a long, rich tradition of open space planning in 
Baltimore, a legacy integral to development throughout the city’s history.

The first park created in Baltimore solely for recreational purposes was Patterson 
Park, which started as a six-acre parcel of donated land in the 1820s. That same de-
cade, the City organized four public squares around the Washington Monument, and 
new buildings were constructed facing the green space—one of Baltimore’s earliest 
examples of designed open space tied to residential real estate development. 

At the turn of the century, the Olmsted Brothers Landscape Architecture firm cre-
ated a comprehensive report on parkland, urging the city to acquire more land for 
open space. During the “Olmsted Era,” from 1904-1945, the City acquired 2,678 
acres of park land. Many of these lands were stream valleys in undeveloped subur-
ban areas, which were both affordable as well as picturesque. In carefully organizing 
active recreational use within the pastoral scenery, the Olmsted plan created the 
model of coordinated “passive use” with “active use” of open space in Baltimore. 

As Baltimore continued to change through the 20th century, and as the automo-
bile became the prominent factor in urban planning, the concept of green space 
shifted. Fewer front porches were built, and homeowners increasingly used private 
back yards. The expansion of privately held green space has had an impact on how 
we use public parks even today.

However, a new shift is now underway. Although private gardens are as popular as 
ever, the longing for democratic communal open space has surged, and advocacy 
organizations like the Parks and People Foundation, the Waterfront Partnership, and 
numerous “Friends of” parks groups are spurring park improvements. These organi-
zations are drawing from Baltimore’s long history of organizing our residential and 
commercial activities around green space. 

Madison Square Park Gate Mount Vernon Square

For citations, and a 
more detailed history 
of Baltimore’s Open 
Space Planning, please 
see Appendix G.
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HOW TO USE THIS PLAN 
The Baltimore Green Network is meant to serve as a foundation for future plan-
ning and development projects that strive to give every Baltimore City resident 
access and connection to green space. The plan builds on what is already green in 
Baltimore—our historic and existing streams, our parks and recreational areas, our 
community gardens, and so much more—and it focuses on those neighborhoods 
with the least green space, where residents have the most to gain from invest-
ments in health, safety, economic development, and neighborhood beautification.  

The plan includes: 

• The Baltimore Green Network Vision—The broad, long-term framework  
for a city-wide green network.

• The Green Network in Baltimore Neighborhoods—Four local    
plans, developed in collaboration with residents living in “Focus Areas”   
(neighborhoods selected for high numbers of vacant properties and high   
potential for immediate implementation of Green Network projects).

• Making the Green Network a Reality—Recommendations and    
implementation strategy for the Green Network, including changes to   
city policies and processes that may improve outcomes, as well as   
potential funding strategies.

• The Visual Glossary—A toolbox of different greening practices that can   
be used in the further development of the Green Network.

Baltimore residents supporting existing green spaces or planning for change in their own 
neighborhoods can use this plan to see how their neighborhood spaces and opportuni-
ties can connect with and contribute to the city-wide network.

On the local scale, this plan provides a vision for how the City will ensure that all 
our neighborhoods have access to recreational and community spaces, including a 
diversity of open and active green spaces that reflect the natural character of our 
local ecology. 

On the city planning scale, this plan provides a blueprint for connecting residen-
tial areas, while promoting pedestrian-friendly access to commercial zones, em-
ployment opportunities, and educational centers. It extends the influence of our 
existing economic and natural resources by connecting them to new and under-re-
sourced neighborhoods. It supports our city’s environmental goals by enhanc-
ing and strengthening our ecosystem, expanding the many benefits it provides. 
Beyond our city limits, the plan provides opportunities to connect residents to re-
gional greenways and trail networks, like the East Coast Greenway, and to nearby 
destinations like Lake Roland and Loch Raven Reservoir. 
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And as an overall strategy for our city, this plan charts the path forward to creating 
a true green network—putting every single household in Baltimore within walking 
distance of a safe and comfortable green space that, in turn, connects them to the 
entire city through an innovative and unified network.
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Regional corridors and hubs provide for new and stronger connections. 

KEY

Rivers & Streams

Waterbodies

Corridors

Parks

Baltimore County Green Network

Trails

County Boundaries

Hubs
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THE BENEFITS OF A GREEN NETWORK
Quality of Life
• Greater community cohesion 
• Increased public awareness of sustainable planning 
• Improved health and well-being for residents  

(including physical, mental, aesthetic, and spiritual) 
• More spaces available for community engagement and education 
• A stronger “sense of place”
• Access to public amenities, including parks and recreational water sites

Community Development
• Spur economic growth and investment, with potential to diversify  

the local economy and promote job creation
• Increase productivity, through workforce stress reduction and amenities  

to attract and retain employees
• Stabilize land and property values to support the local real estate market
• Reduce flooding risks and severity
• Encourage local food production and productive landscapes

Environmental Quality
• Strengthen the ecosystem, with increased resilience
• Reduce the urban heat island effect
• Support climate change adaptation and mitigation
• Promote carbon reduction and mitigation
• Improve air quality
• Better manage stormwater and water supply, conservation of water resources 
• Reduce the accumulation of sediment, debris, and pollutants in urban waterways
• Provide shading and shelter along rivers and in the urban environment
• Enhance wildlife habitats and biodiversity, including support for vital pollinators

An urban park in Philadelphia, PA. 
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